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Abstract: This paper deals with glottal parameter estimation such as local pitch and
open quotient from electroglottographic signal (EGG). This estimation is based on
glottal closing instants and glottal opening instants determined by a multi-scale prod-
uct of this signal. Wavelet transform of EGG signal is made with a quadratic spline
function. Wavelet coefficients calculated on different dyadic scales, show modulus
maxima at localized discontinuities of EGG signal. The detected maxima and min-
ima correspond to the glottal opening and closing instants called GOIs and GCIs. To
improve the estimate precision, we operate the multi-scale product of wavelet trans-
form coefficients of three successive dyadic scales. This processing enhances edge
detection. A Multi-scale product is a nonlinear combination of successive scales; it
reduces noise and spurious peaks. We apply cubic root amplitude on the product
to improve the representation of weak amplitudes. The method has a good repre-
sentation of GCI and a best detection of GOI. The method was tested on the Keele
University database; it is effective and robust in multiple cases even for a typical
signal showing undetermined GOIs and multiple peaks at GCIs. Finally precise mea-
surement of these instants allows accurate estimation of prosodic parameters as local
pitch and open quotient.
Keywords: wavelet transform, multi-scale product, electroglottographic signal, glot-
tal closing instant, glottal opening instant

1 Introduction

Electroglottography is a non-invasive medical exploration technique of a glottal activity. The result-
ing signal called electroglottogram (EGG) is a common and efficient reference signal for pitch estimation.
EGG signal can be used to determine glottal closing instant (GCI) and glottal opening instant (GOI). GCI
is commonly used in speech processing like voiced/unvoiced classification, accurate source parameter
estimation and robust instant detection; it is very useful in synchronous speech analysis and synthesis.
GOI is useful for voice quality estimation and other voice and speaker characterization. In the present
work, the estimated GCI and GOI are used to calculate the local fundamental frequency and the glottal
open quotient. Referring to Childers [1], EGG signal presents an important amplitude variation at GCI,
indicating a rapid behaviour change of the source (glottis). The derivative of the EGG signal, called
DEGG shows strong peaks at closing instants and weak ones at opening instants. Referring to Mallat
[2], important information lies in sharp transitions on the signal or its derivative. These singularities
are detected by following the wavelet transform modulus maxima at fine scales. As we have shown in
previous work [3], wavelet transform is efficient in most cases for detecting singularities in EGG signal
at closing instants, but not so for glottal opening instant detection. In fact, large variations of amplitude
on EGG signal can be observed at GCIs, however at GOIs the discontinuities are less obvious and can
hardly be detected on the signal [4]. Referring to Sadler [5], [6], the multiscale product method (MPM)
is the product of wavelet transform coefficients on different scales. The scale multiplication gives better
results of discontinuity detection than any single scale, especially on the localization performance [7],
[8], [9]. This method is used for edge detection in image processing. The aim of this paper is to present
a new measurement method of glottal parameters from EGG signal, such as GOI, GCI, the signal fun-
damental frequency F0 and the open quotient Oq. Different time and spectral based methods have been
proposed for estimating the pitch period and the open quotient Oq. In this work, we propose to apply the
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multiscale product method (MPM) on the EGG signal, in order to improve the accuracy of GOI and GCI
measurement, so as to obtain better estimation of pitch and open quotient measures.

The present paper is organised as follows. After introduction, section 2 focuses the well-known meth-
ods applied on EGG signal for GCI and GOI detection and their related problems. The first method uses
various thresholds (or crossing levels) of the EGG signal, the second method is based on the derivative
of EGG signal. Besides, it is shown that in many cases, these methods present undetermined GOI and
in fewer cases ambiguous GCI. Section 3 presents the multiscale product method and its application to
EGG signal, in order to improve the detection of GOIs and GCIs. Section 4 presents a multiscale product
enhancement for GCI and GOI detection based on the cubic root of the MP (CRMP) and its comparison
to the MP and the DEGG methods . Section 5 deals with EGG parameter measurements given by the
CRMP, the crossing level and the DEGG extrema methods. Finally, section 6 concludes this work.

2 GCI and GOI Detection Methods and Limitations

Glottal opening instants (GOI) and closing instants (GCI) estimation can be carried out on EGG
signal, by different methods using time or frequency based methods. Here, we present two basic methods:
the first method is based on EGG amplitude crossing level (with different levels), and the second method
is based on maxima and minima detection on the DEGG signal.

EGG threshold method
Rothenberg et al. [10] use the 50% crossing level of the signal amplitude from a base line. This

method gives a direct value of GOI and GCI from EGG signal in the case of modal and tense voice. 35%
of the maximum amplitude of the EGG has been also used as a threshold; this ratio gives also direct
values of the GCI and GOI. Howard [11] uses the 3/7 maximum EGG amplitude threshold for GOI
detection. Illustrations of these methods are depicted in figure 1. The major drawback of such methods
is the lack of accuracy for the GCI detection and a missing of GOI.
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Figure 1: EGG signal (female voice, speaker f4, vowel [o]), 3 crossing levels, and the DEGG.

The top of figure 1 depicts the case of EGG signal of a female voice pronouncing the vowel [o], the
crossing levels of 50%, 3/7 and 35% of the amplitude allowing the estimation of GOI and GCI.

DEGG maximum and minimum detection method
A more precise method for GCI detection uses the DEGG signal [12]. Childers characterises the EGG

inflexion points by the DEGG [13], [14]. Experimental investigation shows that DEGG signal shows two
opposite peaks in each period. The strong peak corresponds to GCI and the weak one corresponds to
GOI [15], [16], [17]. An illustration of the derivative method is depicted at the bottom of figure 1.

GOI and GCI detection related problems
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Methods based on EGG and DEGG, for GOI and GCI detection have different problems, such as
missing events or duplication. Examples are taken from the Keele University database. It is a speech
database containing acoustics and EGG signals simultaneously recorded in a soundproof room. It is made
by five adult females and five adult males speakers. Each utterance consists of the same phonetically
balanced English text. EGG and speech signals are given with the same sampling frequency of 20 KHz
[18].

Many cases of missing peaks appear on DEGG at glottal closing instants [19]. Some GCIs and GOIs
are indiscernible on the DEGG. This glottal behaviour is observed by Anastaplo and Karnell [20]. Pérez
et al. underline the difficulty of GOI detection from the derivative of EGG signal [21].
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Figure 2: EGG signal of a male voice (speaker m2, voiced sound) and DEGG depicting the case
of GCI and GOI missing.

GCI missing has a considerable effect on the time period measure. GOI missing influences the Oq
measure.

Figure 2 illustrates problematical cases where threshold methods on EGG or DEGG fail to detect
GCIs and GOIs. This example shows EGG signal of a voiced sound of the male speaker m2 and its
derivative.

In many cases multiple peaks appear on DEGG at glottal closing instants and opening ones [19]. A
typical example is presented in figure 3. In this case, the DEGG signal shows undetermined open instant
and a double closing instant. EGG signal used for this example is a vowel [i] of the female speaker f2.
We can distinguish that the EGG signal presents noise due to the subject movement during the recording.

Another typical example is shown on figure 4. Here the DEGG signal shows glottal opening and
closing instants with a poor precision. The EGG signal used in this example is a voiced fricative [z] of
the a male speaker m5. We can distinguish that the EGG signal presents natural noise of the fricative
vowel.

3 GOI and GCI Detection by Multiscale Products

It is commonly known that wavelet transform is an efficient tool for detecting and characterizing
signal singularities [2]. Singularities of the signal are detected by finding abscissa, where the wavelet
modulus maxima converge at fine scales. The singularity type of the signal is characterised by wavelet
vanishing moments and the decay of maxima across scales. This is explained by the fact that wavelet
transform with n vanishing moments can be interpreted as a differential operator of nth order of the
signal, smoothed by the primitive function of the wavelet called smoothing function. So if the wavelet
is chosen to have one vanishing moment, modulus maxima appear at discontinuities of the signal, and
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Figure 3: EGG signal (speaker f2, vowel [i]) and the DEGG depicting the case of double and
imprecise peaks at GCI and GOI.
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Figure 4: EGG signal (speaker m5, voiced fricative [z]) and the DEGG depicting the case of
double and imprecise peaks at GCI and GOI.
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represent the maxima of the first derivative of the smoothed signal. In previous work [3], we showed that
the local regularity of the EGG signal can be characterised by the wavelet transform modulus maxima.
Modulus maxima of EGG signal present two types of located singularities indicating glottal closing and
glottal opening instants. The greater peak correspond to GCI and the weak one to the GOI. Modulus
maxima give an estimation of the events with a better precision for small scales. But no scale can
give an accurate value of GCI and GOI, so as singularities are too smoothed for large scales, and too
weak for small scales, to be well located. Figure 5 shows the EGG signal of a voiced of speaker m2
followed by its wavelet transforms at the following scales 1/2, 1 and 2. Here wavelet transform (as well
as DEGG), can’t detect some singularities of the signal. Missed events still exist. That’s why multiscale
analysis seems to be necessary to improve the EGG edge localisation. The products of coefficients
across scales are frequently used for image analysis. Witkin [20] provided the foundation for scale
space theory by generalizing Rosenfeld’s work [22], in which smoothing filters at dyadic scales are
used. Based essentially on forming multiscale products of smoothed gradient estimates, this approach
attempts to enhance the peaks of the gradients caused by true edges, while suppressing false peaks due
to noise. The wavelet transform acts as an edge detector, and the detail coefficients should be equivalent
to the estimated gradients. To distinguish edge maxima from noise and inappropriate maxima, Mallat
and Zhong [23] analyze the singularity properties of wavelet transform domain maxima across various
scales. The first derivative of a Gaussian and the quadratic spline are used to play this role. Xu et al.
rely on the variations in scale of the wavelet transform. Direct multiplication of wavelet transform data
at adjacent scales are used to distinguish important edges from noise [9]. Sadler and Swami [6] studied
multiscale product method of a signal in presence of noise. In wavelet domain, it is well-known that
edge structures are present at each subband while noise decreases rapidly along the scales. It has been
observed that multiplying the adjacent scales could sharpen edges while diluting noise [6], [9]. The
expression of multiscale product is given by:

p(n) =
3

∏
j=1

ωs j( f (n)) (1)

Where ωs j( f (n)) is the wavelet transform of the function for the dyadic scale sj. The product p(n) has the
property to reveal peaks at signal edges, and has relatively small values elsewhere. Thus, singularities
produce peaks along scale in wavelet transform. These peaks are reinforced by the product p(n). The
signal peaks will just align across the first few scales, not all of them because increasing the amount of
smoothing will spread the response and cause singularities separated in time to interact. Thus, choosing
too large scales will result in misaligned peaks in p(n). An odd number of terms in the product preserves
the sign of the edge. Choosing three dyadic successive scales is an optimal solution in multiscale product
for detecting small peaks.

As multiscale product improves the edge detection, we apply MPM to EGG signal to outperform the
detection of GCI and GOI and to improve the measure precision particularily for weak singularities at
GOI.

At the bottom of figure 5, we find the MP of the EGG signal of a voiced sound of speaker m2. We
can clearly see the effect of the product on cancelling the additional noise peaks present at its derivative
depicted in figure 2 and consequently the best detection of GOI. We note the efficiency of the MPM to
strengthen the GCI and its ability to detect GOIs that become clear enough. However, some missing
events still exist. That’s why multiscale product needs to be enhanced for an accurate GCI and GOI
localisation.
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Figure 5: EGG signal of a voiced sound of speaker m2, the 3 wavelet transforms and their product.

4 Multiscale Product Enhancement for GOI and GCI detection

We have seen that multiscale product gives better results than wavelet coefficients. We use the cubic
root of multiscale product to improve results for weak peaks. The cubic root of multiscale product has
a zooming effect which enhances peak representation. This section deals with this basic enhancement
and the comparative result detection of GCI and GOI detection by DEGG, MP and cubic root of MP.
Specific examples from the Keele University database are presented below. Figure 6 shows an example
of EGG signal and its derivative, which has precise peaks at GOI and GCI. The example is a frame
of vowel [o] uttered by the speaker f4. The figure respectively shows the EGG signal, its derivative,
the multiscale product of the following scales 1/2, 1 and 2 and the cubic root of the products. The
multiscale product depicts the resulting cross-scale product p(n) for three scales and shows clean peaks
aligned with the DEGG signal edges. First, we note two types of peaks in the cross-scale product; those
corresponding to GCI are more distinguishable than those related to GOI. The modulus cubic root shows
maxima at GOI and GCI, the weak peaks at GOIs given by the modulus cubic root of the product are
better represented and effectively reinforced than those obtained by the multiscale product. Figure 7
illustrates the example of a female utterance of vowel [i] where the GOIs are undetermined and the peaks
of GCI present irregular structures. We note double peaks of glottal closing that bring about inaccurate
measurements. Besides, we can clearly see the effect of the product in cancelling the additional peaks,
which, then, gives a better detection of GOI. The modulus cubic root is used to reinforce the small peaks
corresponding to GOI. This figure underlines the importance of the modulus cubic root of the multiscale
product.

Figure 8 shows the EGG signal of fricative [z] of speaker m5, the DEGG signal, the multiscale
product and its modulus cubic root. Figure 9 shows the same representation for a voiced sound of speaker
m2. These examples illustrate the modulus cubic root applied on the multiscale product of EGG signal.
In figure 9, continuous lines indicate GCI and dotted lines indicate GOI for missing events. In fact the
cubic root takes out peaks at GOI and GCI that don’t exist either in DEGG signal or in the product. It’s a
complex case. Thus, we can see that modulus cubic root of multiscale product can give a better detection
of GCI and GOI from the EGG signal than the threshold methods and the DEGG approach. The MP
cubic root reinforces the GCI minima indiscernible not only at DEGG but also at MP. Consequently the
MPM associated with the cubic root gives the most efficient reference measures of GOI and GCI.
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Figure 6: EGG signal of vowel [o] (speaker f4), DEGG, MP and its modulus cubic root.
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Figure 7: EGG signal of vowel [i] (speaker f2), DEGG, MP and its modulus cubic root.
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Figure 8: EGG signal of voiced fricative [z] ( speaker m5), DEGG, MP and its modulus cubic
root.
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Figure 9: EGG signal of a voiced sound (speaker m2), DEGG, MP, and its modulus cubic root.

5 EGG Parameter Measurements

This section deals with the local pitch period and the local open quotient measurement. These can
be calculated by using the GOI(k) and GCI(k). The glottal closing instant represent the beginning of the
pitch period. The glottal opening instant GOI (k) corresponds to the beginning of the open phase.

Measurement of F0 and Oq

Local pitch period is given by the following formula

T0(k) = GCI(k +1)−GCI(k) (2)

The local fundamental frequency F0(k) is given by

F0(k) =
1

T0(k)
(3)

The open quotient is defined as the ratio between the duration of the glottis open phase and the
fundamental period. Open quotient is given by the following formula

Oq(k) =
GCI(k +1)−GOI(k)

T0(k)
(4)

In section 5, it is shown that the cubic root of MP outperforms the other methods in typical cases
presented in this work. Moreover, this performance can be confirmed by evaluating prosodic parameter
measures using the proposed method. Figure 10 depicts the local fundamental frequency F0 of a voiced
sound of speaker m2 corresponding to a case where the DEGG method gives imprecise GOI and the
threshold method fails in determining some ambiguous GCI and GOI. Figure 11 depicts the local open
quotient for the same utterance determined by the same methods. The threshold methods mentioned
above fail in detecting some GCIs and GOIs leading to aberrant and missing measures of the fundamental
frequency and the open quotient. Besides, imprecise detection of GOI from DEGG signal leads to
aberrant measures of Oq as shown in periods 12 and 14 of figure 11.

6 Conclusion

Parameter characterisation of EGG signal by glottal closing instant GCI and glottal opening instant
GOI detection from this signal is carried out by a new method called multiscale product MPM. The
proposed method consists of computing the product of the wavelet transform of EGG signal at three suc-
cessive dyadic scales. The wavelet used is the quadratic spline. This wavelet has one vanishing moment
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Figure 10: Fundamental frequency F0 given by DEGG (o), 3/7 threshold (*) and MP (+) methods for a voiced
sound of speaker m2.
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speaker m2.
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and the calculated coefficients show modulus maxima at discontinuities of the signal. Wavelet transform
is calculated at the following scales 1/2, 1 and 2. Then the cubic root amplitude of the product is calcu-
lated to enhance the resulting signal maxima. This method gives better GCI and GOI localisation than
classical methods obtained by the crossing level or by the signal derivative, especially in typical cases of
multiple peaks and undetermined GCI and GOI on DEGG signal. The non-linear products reinforce the
cross-scale peaks produced at GCI and especially at GOI, and reduce spurious noisy peaks. Efficiency
of the proposed method is proved. Comparative results are given with the threshold and derivative meth-
ods for glottal closing instants, glottal opening instants, and glottal parameter measurements like pitch
frequency and open quotient. Locating GCI and GOI efficiently by using the cubic root of MP allows us
to constitute a robust pitch and open quotient reference.
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